Banbury Ghost Hunters

Founder: Jenni Wincott.
Co-Founder: Zoe Cowley.

Permission for publishing information on the internet.
Anything published on the internet will appear on the following sites only:
BGH website. Pictures on Youtube, under BGH own channel. Facebook pages.
No photographs are published on the website, but there is a direct link to our Youtube channel,
where they will appear in a slideshow form.
If permission is granted, a short report about the investigation will be added to the website with a
link to your website, if you have one, and if you would like one added.

 I give permission for Banbury Ghost Hunters to use any photographs, videos or
information, about my property or place of work, that they may have after
completing an investigation, to be published on the internet.
 I agree I have seen copies of what they intend to publish, upon asking to do so.
 I know my information, photographs or videos will be used solely for the
groups research and documentation, that they share with other people
interested in the same field.
 I know anything Banbury Ghost Hunters publish, will be removed if I ask for it
to be.

Signed: __________________
Dated: ___/___/___

Investigation Case Form
Case Number:
Location:
Members Attended:
Arrival Time and Date:
Set Up Time:
Investigation Start Time:
Investigation End Time:
Brief History of Location, or Attach Documentation:
Equipment Used:

Footage Review (FR) :
Evidence Caught:

Personal Experiences:

Evidence Caught To Back Up Personal Experiences:

Other Notes:

Banbury Ghost Hunters Release Form
Searching for the truth
Email: banburyghosthunters@gmail.com
Website: http://www.banbury-ghost-hunters.co.uk

I, __________________________ , have the authority to allow access to BGH
members and affiliated persons into _________________________ for the purpose
of conducting an investigation into possible paranormal occurrences or conducting
field research at this location. The investigation process has been explained to me and
I give BGH permission to conduct one at this location. BGH releases the owner of the
location from any liability for injuries and/or damages incurred during the
investigation. BGH assumes responsibility for any damages to the property during the
investigation.

Signed___________________________
Witness__________________________

Date___________
Date___________

Banbury Ghost Hunters Release Form
Searching for the truth
Email: banburyghosthunters@gmail.com
Website: http://www.banbury-ghost-hunters.co.uk

I, __________________________ , have the authority to allow access to BGH
members and affiliated persons into _________________________ for the purpose
of conducting an investigation into possible paranormal occurrences or conducting
field research at this location. The investigation process has been explained to me and
I give BGH permission to conduct one at this location. BGH releases the owner of the
location from any liability for injuries and/or damages incurred during the
investigation. BGH assumes responsibility for any damages to the property during the
investigation.

Signed___________________________
Witness__________________________

Date___________
Date___________

